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Press release
Award Winning London Penthouse furnished with "Concept
Kitchen"
Anyone currently or soon to be in London can visit the exhibition of one of Great Britain’s most
important architectural competitions free of charge: "Don't Move, Improve!" is the title of the
competition. Until 20 April 2018, the "NLA Galleries" are showing documentations of the most
innovative house extensions realised and now awarded in England’s capital city over the last
two years.
Best intervention in a historic building
The award winner in the category "Best Historic Intervention" is "The Water Tank, Keeling
House". The former water tank above the 14th floor of the residential building built in London
between 1954 and 1957 has been converted into a cleverly furnished penthouse. Part of the
furnishings consist of kitchen furniture from the "n by Naber" product series "Concept Kitchen"
by the German kitchen accessories specialist Naber, based in Nordhorn. Hans-Joachim Naber,
one of the three company owners, sees this as confirmation of the concept of this furniture
series, which focusses on flexibility: "With 'Concept Kitchen' we think of the kitchen as a social
space detached from fixed architectural structures."
The "Concept Kitchen" modules made of powder-coated steel blend perfectly into the spatially
overarching living concept of this extraordinary penthouse. The open shelf structure of the
ensemble offers space for electrical appliances and the sink, it is variable and opens up many
possibilities for individual touches. Thus, "Concept Kitchen" fully meets the aim of the architect
Brian Heron to maximise the storage space on all three floors.
www.keelinghousewatertank.com
www.n-by-naber.com
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Naber GmbH
A dynamically growing company within the
kitchen accessories sector with numerous
internationally recognised design awards.
"n by Naber" is the young brand: flexible and
innovative, minimalist and functional, natural and
individual. It stands for products with a special
design aspiration and high functionality.

Management
Hans-Joachim Naber is the tireless driving
force behind the development and realisation
of innovative products.
Ingrid Naber unerringly controls the areas
human resources, organisation and finance.
Lasse Naber shapes the future direction of the
company with drive and vitality.
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